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WHAT’S YOUR 
CANOE?

Identifying your manuscript’s 
Achilles Heel(s)
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THE STORY OF THE 
CANOE
From my second novel, BODY AND BONE.
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I had just four 
months to write 
the second book 
of my three-book 
contract with 
HarperCollins.
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WHAT IS A CANOE?
Here’s how to tell if you have one...
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TELL-TALE SIGNS
◈ Something feels false or “off” but you can’t quite 

figure out what
◈ When beta readers read your manuscript, 

they’re confused, and you feel compelled to 
explain verbally
◈ NOTE: If their questions are not answered 

by the text itself, those questions may point 
to a canoe
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WHAT MAKES A 
CANOE?
Canoes generally spring from one or more of the following…
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CANOE 1: YOU’RE COMPELLED TO WRITE WHAT’S 
“NEVER BEEN DONE BEFORE” (NBDB SYNDROME)
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This is your canoe if...
• You’ve spent more time on NBDB than making 

sure the story flows logically, the characters are 
three-dimensional, the details are consistent, and 
the plot is engaging

• The only way you’re able to describe your novel is 
“No one’s ever seen anything like it before!”



• You refuse to take any advice or edits, or change 
it in any way, and tell yourself, “I’m just ahead of 
my time. Someday, when I’m dead, they’ll all be 
sorry they didn’t recognize my brilliance.”

• Beta readers’ feedback indicates the “unique” 
plot/voice/structure of the novel calls attention to 
itself without adding to the story 

• You argue with editors/agents who tell you the 
NBDB makes the story confusing/incomprehensible



The reality
You have to know the rules to break 

them, and really knowing them involves 
thousands of hours spent writing 

millions of words. 



The good news:
It doesn’t matter that it’s all 

been done before. 



“Every story has already been told. Once you’ve 
read Anna Karenina, Bleak House, The Sound and the 
Fury, To Kill a Mockingbird, and A Wrinkle in Time, 
you understand that there is really no reason to 
ever write another novel. Except that each writer 
brings to the table, if she will let herself, something 
that no one else in the history of time has ever 
had.”
~Anna Quindlen



YOU’RE PASSIONATE ABOUT A CAUSE, AND ALL HUMANS MUST 
BECOME AWARE OF AND EMBRACE THAT CAUSE OR THE WORLD 

IS DOOMED
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◈ Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand
◆ Message: Objectivism good
◆ Problem: Did we need a 90-page 

sermon in 8-point type from John 
Galt?
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◈ Climate of Change by Piers Anthony
◆ Cause: Climate change
◆ Problem: In between lectures on culture, a 

small group of archetypes with names like 
Hero, Haven, and Harbinger act out 
scenarios that demonstrate Anthony's 
ideas. The result resembles nothing so 
much as a middle-school textbook with 
cheery characters attempting to make 
learning fun, except that these characters 
are deadly earnest. 18
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“
Many opinionated writers fail to 
entertain because they engage in 
extraneous pontificating, rather than 
make their ideas integral to the stories 
themselves. The trick is to weave a 
provocative theme or premise into the 
very fabric of your story, making it the 
thread that connects your characters to 
each other and to the events of the 
plot. 19
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YOU’VE GOT THIS JOKE OR A COMEDIC BIT THAT 
EVERYONE WILL LOVE, YOU JUST KNOW IT
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This is your canoe if...

• You get defensive if a beta reader says it appears that 
many of your scenes exist only to showcase a joke or 
comedic bit

• The story suffers from too-cleveritis

• You take pages and sometimes chapters just to get to a 
joke you find hilarious—but you're the only one

• Every character is a wise-cracking joke-teller



Reminders & Fixes
• Unless your novel is a straight-up comedic novel, 

humor lands better if it’s used sparingly

• Vary your characters’ personalities—as in real life, not 
everyone’s funny

• Have too much wisecracking? Create a folder in which 
to dump your excess jokeage for a later novel



THE DESIRE TO CONTROL YOUR READER’S 
EXPERIENCE
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This is your canoe if...
• You try to force your readers to see your character 

exactly as you picture him/her by telling over and over 
how beautiful/sexy/handsome/ugly/brilliant s/he is 
without ever showing this trait

• Your prose seems to wink at the reader, as if saying, 
“You’re just going to have to trust me—he’s that good-
looking”



• You take for granted that readers will view a 
character as evil/good because s/he shares one of 
your beliefs that only half the population shares

• Instead of writing a scene as a series of events with 
conflict, stakes, and consequences, you write it as an 
allegory for a point you’re trying to make



Fixes
• Give the facts of your characters’ appearance, not 

your opinion about them, since not everyone finds a 
cleft chin, for instance, attractive (although another 
character’s opinion works)

• Let your characters’ experience shine through, not 
yours

• Make sure that not all “good” characters share the 
same opinions about every issue (same goes for all 
“bad” characters)



• Don’t base all your characters on you. Remember that 
you’re just one person. Your experience of the world 
isn’t everybody’s experience, so listen to a wide range 
of people and incorporate what you learn into your 
characters’ personalities and belief systems without 
judgment

• Learn all you can about showing instead of telling

“Don’t tell me the moon is shining; show me the 
glint of light on the broken glass.” ~Anton Chekhov



TRYING TO WRITE TO THE MARKET
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This is your canoe if you...
• Figure your own ideas don’t sell, so why not try writing 

about vampires? Zombies? The #MeToo movement?

• Spend so much time trying to accurately portray the 
cultural moment that character and story go right out 
the window 

• Use all your writing time researching trends



• Notice your novel rings false because you have no 
passion for the storyline

• Have finished your story and the trend is already dead

• Probably already know if this is your canoe!



Put this canoe on Craigslist before it even parks 
itself in your boathouse. 

• Jumping from genre to genre can be a career-killer 
that prevents you from building your brand and 
allowing your readership to develop

• If you publish something that misses the trend (that 
you only wrote to jump on the trend!), you miss 
potential sales and loyal fans

• Your work will have a very limited shelf-life and will 
appear outdated almost immediately



SHOEHORNING A CHARACTER INTO THE WRONG 
STORY
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This is your canoe if...
• You’ve had to cut a character from an earlier 

manuscript but you’re dying to use him/her 
somewhere, so in they go, whether they logically 
belong there or not

• You’ve conjured a new character as you’ve conceived 
a plot, and begin writing the story, but s/he feels like a 
Victorian aristocrat in a punk rock band

• Your character doesn’t connect with the other 
characters in a natural, organic manner



Fix
KILL

YOUR
DARLINGS

...or save them for another novel.



THE CONVICTION THAT YOUR STORY CAME DIRECTLY 
FROM GOD
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This is your canoe if...
• The story is not a story, but a sermon

• You’re unwilling to change anything about the 
manuscript, even typos, misspellings, or grammar errors

• You’ve gotten nothing but rejections, no encouraging 
feedback, no suggestions for rewrites, no polite declines 
with requests for future work

• You argue with editors/agents who tell you it doesn’t 
work as a novel



Reminders
• In order to sell, your novel must be a novel, with a 

beginning, middle, and end, believable characters, a 
plot, conflict, stakes, goals and motivations, and a 
satisfying resolution, no matter the source of the story.

• Editors and agents know what readers want to read 
and what sells. They are the experts. Listen to the 
experts.



• If it doesn’t work as a novel, consider rewriting it as 
nonfiction. 

• Rather than making the message you received the 
story, work it into the fabric of the story as your theme.



According to Chuck Wendig, you can 
zero in on your theme by asking 

these three questions:
◈ “What is this story about?” 

◈ “Why do I want to tell this story?” 

◈ “Why will anyone care?”
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“Theme is a drop of poison: 
subtle, unseen, but carried in 
the bloodstream to the heart and 
brain just the same. Repeat after 
me, penmonkeys: Your story is 
not a sermon.
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ALLOWING SENTIMENT/YOUR CURRENT LIFE 
CIRCUMSTANCES TO OVERCOME YOUR STORY SENSE
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CLINGING TO THE ORIGINAL CONCEPT EVEN WHEN IT 
DOESN’T FIT ANYMORE
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DIVERSITY
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“
We don’t need white authors 
getting published for writing the 
stories of people of color; we 
need more people of color to get 
published and be represented in 
an industry that has historically 
disenfranchised them.”

-Nazahet Hernandez, Read Diverse Books blog44



Don’t:
◈ Write your main 

character as a person 
of color if you’re white: 
it reeks of white savior 
complex

◈ Write to stereotype, i.e., 
sassy gay best friend

THE DIVERSITY PARADOX

Do:
◈ Use a diverse cast of 

characters
◈ Focus on universal 

human emotions, 
conflicts, flaws
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REALITY VS FICTION
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Fiction should
◈ Make more sense 

than reality
◈ Flow logically: 

cause-> effect

THE REALITY TRAP

Fiction shouldn’t
◈ Try to exactly mirror 

reality (i.e., dialogue)
◈ Be a random series 

of events like reality
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INCONSISTENCY
USING A GLOSSARY AND/OR SPREADSHEET
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Inconsistency in character
◈ Basic details: names, ages, physical 

descriptions

◈ Key personality traits and quirks, 
gestures, tics

◈ Basic character arc/role in the story 49



Inconsistency in world-building
◈ Locations visited or mentioned 

throughout the story

◈ Era-specific technology, cultural and 
world events

◈ Political/power structures 50



REMINDERS
◈ Don’t try to hunt down canoes while 

you’re writing your first draft. Just write.

◈ During your first read-through after 
finishing, note down anything that feels 
false, out of place, or disconnected
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THE BEST 
DEFENSE: WHAT 

IS A 
BETA READER?
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Should not be
◈ anyone who already 

knows your story
◈ your mom, or any 

other person who 
“just wants you to 
be happy”

◈ a writer, if possible

IDEALLY, A BETA READER
Should be
◈ a reader in regular life
◈ someone whose 

judgement you trust in 
general

◈ scrupulously honest, 
even brutally so

◈ your “ideal reader” 53



HOW TO FIND 
THE RIGHT 

BETA READERS
54



Offer goodies:
◈ A signed copy of your 

book when it’s 
completed

◈ Their name mentioned 
in the acknowledge-
ments section of your 
published book

DON’T EXPECT SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

◈ A gift card
◈ Swag related to the 

book
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◈ Do you have 
enough time to go 
over the manuscript 
thoroughly?

◈ Do you find flaws in 
published books 
regularly?

QUESTIONS TO ASK POTENTIAL BETA READERS

◈ Can you be brutally 
honest with me?
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1. Everything will be done electronically. 
Manuscripts and your comments will all be by 
email.

2. You will receive the manuscript as a Word file. A 
deadline will be stated in the email. Deadlines are 
generous, about four weeks.

BETA READER GUIDELINES
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3. Comments should be made using the insert 
comment feature in Word. Please do not worry 
about punctuation, missing words, or other 
mistakes in the copy. A copy editor will take care of 
those items. I’m interested in high-level comments 
from you only.

4. Once you have completed reading the 
manuscript and have made your comments, email 
the copy back to the author by the deadline.

BETA READER GUIDELINES 2
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5. You may be asked to read the book once more 
after the editing has been completed.

6. Be on the lookout for plot points, characters, 
events, quirks, causes that DON’T BELONG. If 
anything feels false or out of place, please make a 
note of it.

BETA READER GUIDELINES 3
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1. Did the story hold your interest from the very 
beginning? If not, why not? 
2. Did you get oriented fairly quickly at the 
beginning as to whose story it is, and where and 
when it’s taking place? If not, why not?
3. Could you relate to the main character? Was 
there any character you related to the most? If so, 
which one?

QUESTIONS TO ASK BETAS AFTER READING
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4. Did the setting interest you and did the 
descriptions seem vivid and real to you? 
5. Was there a point at which you felt the story 
lagged or you became less than excited about 
finding out what was going to happen next? 
Where, exactly? 
6. Were there any parts that confused you? Or 
even frustrated or annoyed you? Which parts, and 
why? (These are specific canoe questions)

QUESTIONS TO ASK BETAS AFTER READING 2
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7. Did you notice any discrepancies or 
inconsistencies in time sequences, places, 
character details, or other details?
8. Were the characters believable? Are there any 
characters you think could be made more 
interesting or more likable?
9. Did you get confused about who’s who in the 
characters? Were there too many characters to 
keep track of? Too few? Are any of the names of 
characters too similar?

QUESTIONS TO ASK BETAS AFTER READING 3
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10. Did the dialogue keep your interest and sound 
natural to you? If not, whose dialogue did you 
think sounded artificial or not like that person 
would speak?
11. Did you feel there was too much description 
or exposition? Not enough? Maybe too much 
dialogue in parts?
12. Was there enough conflict, tension, and 
intrigue to keep your interest?

QUESTIONS TO ASK BETAS AFTER READING 4
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13. Was the ending satisfying? Believable? 
14. Do you think the writing style suits the genre? 
If not, why not?

QUESTIONS TO ASK BETAS AFTER READING 5
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THANKS!
Any questions?
You can find me @

LSHAWKER.COM
FACEBOOK.COM/LSHAWKER
TWITTER.COM/LSHAWKER_AUTHOR
INSTAGRAM.COM/LSHAWKER_AUTHOR

This presentation is available in PDF format at https://LSHawker.com/writing-resources
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